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Abstract. We show that termination is a first-order notion if approached via Nonstandard Logics 
of Programs (NLP). We give explicit first-order characterizations of the program-verifying power 
of the well-known Manna-Cooper method for proving total correctness assertions (tea’s). Similar 
characterization isgiven to the Intermittent Assertions Method (w.r.t. tea’s). A comparison of the 
tea-proving powers of distinguished methods (or logics of programs) is also attempted. We also 
show that NLP provides new methods which are strictly stronger than the Manna-Cooper method. 
In the end we turn to partial correctness issues related to the main body of the paper. 
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In this paper we investigate total correctness (termination and correctness imul- 
taneously) in Nonstandard Logics of Programs (NLP from now on). 
that despite the celebrated Kfoury-Park [16] result, termination is a first-order 
notion if approached properly (e.g., via NLP). 
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Several publications in the field of NLP are aimed at investigating distinguished 
methods for proving partial correctness. Such works are, e.g., Andreka-Nemeti-Sain 
[3,4], Csirmaz [9, lo], Sain [30,31], Makowsky-Sain [ 181, Gonzalez-Artalejo [ 131 
investigating the Floyd-Hoare method kF”; Sain [32-341, Nemeti [23] investigating 
the Intermittent Assertions Method (IAM) t-Bur and Pnueli’s Temporal Logics of 
Programs t-pnu (f or p roving partial correctness).’ In the present paper we do the 
same things with the Manna-Cooper total correctness method I-~ that were done 
with the partial correctness methods kFH, t-Bur, and kpnu in the above-mentioned 
publications.2 Among others, we shall give an explicit characterization of the 
information content (i.e., program-verifying power) of I-’ (Theorem 2.7) as well as 
prove that NLP is strictly stronger than t-Q w.r.t. proving total correctness (that is, 
more programs can be proved totally correct by NLP than by I-~) (Theorems 
2.2,2.3,2.8). Theorem 2.8 is proved here by showing that the total correctness of a 
certain program containing a theorem-prover program as a ‘subroutine’ can be 
proved by NLP but not by 1-9 The same results apply if we replace kQ with IAM 
for total correctness (this is so, because IAM is equivalent, w.r.t. proving total 
correctness, with our version of t-Q) as will be demonstrated in another paper. 
Since these methods (IAM and Manna-Cooper’s I-~) are widely used and accep- 
ted to be strong enough for practical purposes, we show indirectly that NLP is 
strong enough for practical purposes.3 Since, by [3,32-341, NLP is also stronger 
I-~~, t- Bur, and even I--~~, we have evidence at our hand to disagree with those 
opinions which maintain that nonstandard time in NLP makes it weak. 
In the quoted papers as well as here, program-verification methods are compared 
the point of view of their program-verifying powers (a kind of proof-theoretic 
arisen); cf. the introduction of Section 2 herein. This kind of comparison was 
itly suggested already in Burstall [5], Manna-Waldinger [21] and is explicitely 
cl in Pnueli [26, p. 49, Subsection C.a]. An easily readable informal 
duction to this field is in Richter-Szabo [27]. This kind of comparison 
or- ‘characterization’) is pursued in Nemeti [23], Leivant [ 171, Sain [32-341, 
wsky-Sain [ 181, Pasztor 124,251, Csirmaz [9, lo], Andreka [ 11, Hajek [ 141, etc. 
Just as was the case with the Floyd-Hoare method in [3], we have to define I-~ 
more precisely than in the original publications. We shall do this in Section 1. The 
first careful formulation of the Manna-Cooper method t--O was given in [2, Section 
3.2, pp. 34-381. The Chang-Lee book [7] on program verification introduced I-~ in 
a spirit that is close to ours (and to that of [2]), but their definition is far from being 
precise enough for our purposes. 
’ IAM originates from Burstall [S], Manna-Waldinger [21]. For I-~“” see, e.g., the Nextrime System 
in overview Manna-Pnueli [203. 
’ We note that I-’ is equivalent with the total correctness version of IAM called Sometime System in 
[20], cf. also [5]. 
3 Manna-Pnueli [20, p. 30, line 14 bottom up] announce that adequateness of IAM for proving total 
correctness has been established. Since IAM is equivalent with I- 
adequateness of NLP (via [20]). 
o, the present paper establishes 
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We use, basically, the notation of [3,23,24,32,33]. (There are only minor 
changes.) To make this paper self-contained, at the end of the paper we include an 
Appendix. For those not familiar with any of the papers [3,23,24,32,33], in the 
Appendix we recall all the basic definitions but omit lengthy motivation and 
explanations. For more motivation the reader is referred to any one of the papers 
[3,23,24,27,32,33]. 
In our methods for proving total correctness in NLP, several kinds of compre- 
hension axioms will play a crucial role (they did not show up in the partial correctness 
papers). It is natural to ask whether these axioms are important in proving partial 
correctness. We shall give answers to this question in Sections 5 and 6. 
1. The Manna-Cooper method for proving total correctness assertions 
Throughout this paper, d denotes an arbitrary but fixed one-sorted4 similarity 
type (i.e., signature, ranked alphabet), unless it is specified otherwise. 
Let p be a deterministic block-diagram program of type d (that is, all the function 
and relation symbols occurring in p are taken from d). Let q and J/ be first-order 
formulas of type d. 4p + O(p, @) denotes the total correctness assertion (tea): “p is 
totally correct wxt. input condition Q and output condition @“. 
In Definition 1.1 below we shall define (recall from [ 191) what we mean by saying 
that a tea Q + 0( p, @) is provable by the Manna-Cooper method. The idea is the 
following. A program p can be executed in data structures which, mathematically, 
are (classical) models of similarity type d. But we are interested only in those data 
structures which satisfy some fixed data theory Th (Th is a set of first-order sentences 
of type d) and which, roughly speaking, are generated by finitely many constants 
taken from d (e.g., in the case of Peano’s arithmetic, this set of constants is (0)). 
The latter assumption can be approximated in jkst-order Zogic by an induction 
principle, called structural induction. However, if d is infinite, then this first-order 
approximation is not so simple: we have to distinguish a finite part g of d such 
that the generating process uses function symbols only from g. (See (iii), (iv) of our 
Definition 1.1 below.) After these preparations, the Manna-Cooper method associ- 
ates to the tea Q + 0( p, $) a first-order formula y (expressing the intended meaning 
of Q + O( p, q)). The tea Q + 0( p, t+b) is said to be provable from the data theory 
Th by the Manna-Cooper method if y is provable from (Th+ structural induction) 
in first-order logic. 
In more detail: by definition, p is a finite sequence (( iO : u,), . . . , (i,, : HALT)) of 
commands. To every command ( im : u,) (m s n) of p, we associate a relation symbol 
0: of arity c, the number of variables of p. Intuitively, Qh contains exactly those 
states (vectors (a,, . . . , a,_,) of data values) which can occur (as contents of the 
locations (x0,. . . , x,-J of p) when the command (i, : u,) is executed. A first-order 
4 Everything generalizes smoothly to the many-sorted case, our only reason for keeping d one-sorted 
is to simplify notation. 
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formula K(P) of (the expanded) similarity type “d + { Qf : i s n}” is defined which 
describes those (trivial) connections between the relations (0): is n} which are 
determined by p (see Definition 1.1 (i) and (ii)). NOW proving (p + o( p, #) from 
a data theory Th by the Manna-Cooper method means presenting a Jirst-order 
proof, which proves from (Th+structural induction) that whenever k is an 
input value (formalized as [Q;(a) A (p(X)]) and K(P) holds, then there exists an 
output value satisfying the output condition ~5 (this conclusion is formalized as 
=CQWb +(a)l)= 
To help those readers familiar with IAM but not with kQ, before turning to the 
detailed definition of t-9 we outline the equivalence of I-~ with the total correctness 
version of the Intermittent Assertions Method (IAM) which version was described 
under the name Sometime System in 120, Section III.1, pp_ 21-301. The reason for 
this equivalence is that our new atomic formula Q;(X) is equivalent with the 
IAM-formula Sometime(at Zi A J = X) where jj is the ‘content of program variables’ 
which changes in time. observing that this Sometime(at li.. .)-formula is the key 
building block of the Sometime System, one can prove the equivalence of the two 
systems. For instance, our formula K ( p) defined in Definition 1 .l (ii) below is 
equivalent with the so-called local axioms associated to the program p in 120, Section 
IIILC, pp. 23-241. This equivalence can easily be seen by replacing Q:(a) with 
Sometime(at ii. . . ) everywhere in K(P). Similarly, our axiom ind( VP, g, v) in 
Definition 1.1 (iii), (iv) below is basically the same as the induction schema described 
in 120, Section III.l.B] (but, there it is restricted to the special case Th = ‘Peano’s 
axioms’). 
Next comes the definition of the Manna-Cooper method. Throughout this paper, 
o denotes the set of all natural numbers. Recall from, e.g., [3,23,33] that a pair 
d = (do, d,) of sets is called a one-sorted similarity type (or type, for short) if d, is 
a function with do c Dom( d,) +dl (o\(O)). do is called the set of function symbols 
of d. Intuitively, the function d, correlates arities (natural numbers) to function and 
relation symbols contained in Dom(d,). Function symbols are treated as special 
relation symbols, and the role of do is to distinguish these. We shall often write 
d(r) instead of d,(r) (r E Dom(d,)). 
X ={~i: ic o} is a set of variables. F: = & and Pd respectively denote the set 
of all first-order formulas of type d and the set of all programs of type d in which 
is used as the set of variables. 
Below, 0: is a relation symbol, for i, k E O. Further, (i # il v k # k,) + Qf # Q?. 
the Manna-Cooper medlod for proving termination, cJ: 119, 
et d be a similarity type. Assume that the symbols Q: (i, k E 0) 
the new one-sorted si 
: (for each k, i E o) as a k-ary relation s 
to be the expansion of d 
d 2 (d,, d, u{(Qf, k): i, ke 0)) 
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(ii) Let p E Pd, that is, let p be a program of type d. We define K(p) E F& as 
follows. Let p = (( iO : uo), . . . , (in : HALT)). Recall from Definition A.3(ii) of the 
Appendix that 
c = min{ w E w : (Vu 2 w)[x, does not occur in p]}. 
Let 2 $ (x0,. . . ,x& Now, ~(p)~I\{~,(p):m<n} where 
1 
vGOk(a) + Qk+dx,, . . l 3 JL--~ 3 7, x,+1, l . l 3 x,-Al 
&n(P) z 
if 24, = “xw f r”, 
WUQ’,W A x1 -+ QWI A U 03) A 1 x1 + Q~+~(~)I) 
if u, = “if x got0 v”. 
(iii) Let g be a similarity type. We say that g is a finite subsimilarity type of d 
(in symbols g +,, d) if g, c d,, go = do n Dom( g,) and lgll < o. That is, g consists of 
finitely many symbols of d (with the same arities and the same division between 
function and relation symbols as in d). 
(iv) Let g s,,, d, v E X and Q be any formula. Then 
where vl,. . . , v, are the first m = max{gl(f) :f~ go} variables in X not occurring 
in Q and 
Q(7) z Q(V/T) %.4(U=TA%(V=U AQ)), 
where u E X does not occur in (Q A v = r). Intuitively, Q( v/ r) has the effect of 
replacing all free occurrences of v in Q by r and renaming bound variables to avoid 
collisions. 
(v) Let Th c Fd, Q, # E Fd and p E Pd. Let g s,d and assume Th t- 
{ind(Q, g, v) : Q E Fd, v E X}. Then the tcu Q + O( p, t,b) is said to be provable from 
Th by the Manna-Cooper method t-Q, in symbols: Th t-Qg (Q + O( p, +)), iff 
. ‘Ibe main results 
In this section we state our main theorems (Theorems 2.2,2.3,2.7 and 2.8). For 
this we need to define a family of different methods for proving total correctness 
in the framework of Nonstandard Logics of e call these metho 
methods (for proving total correctness). Theorems 2.2,2.3,2.7 and 2.8 are CO 
‘th comparing the pr 
anna-Cooper method -verifying power of a method for proving 
total correctness assertions we mean the set of all total correctness assertions that 
can be proved by the method. 
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Our Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 together state that the program verifying power of a 
certain N LP-method ~~~ is strictly greater than that of t--O for proving total 
correctness assertions. This means that every total correctness assertion provable 
by method I-’ can be proved by meGod kNM as well, but not vice versa: there 
exists a total correctness assertion which is provable by ~~~ but not by t-9 In other 
words, Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 say that the NLP-method t_NM is strictly stronger than 
bQ w.r.t. proving total correctness assertions. 
We say that methods M 1 and M2 are equhalent w.r. t. Todd! correctness assertions 
(tea’s) if exactly those tea’s are provable by M 1 which are provable by M2 (that 
is, if Ml and M2 have the same program-verifying power for tea’s). Our Theorem 
2.7 states the equivalence (w.r.t. tea’s) of +Q with two (different) NLP-methods. 
Our Theorem 2.8 is a discussion of the conditions of Theorem 2.7. 
Our way of defining an NLP-method is the following. First, a language for NLP 
is fixed (called the frame-language of NLP). This language is an extension of a 
certain classical- many-sorted first-order language (called the underlying time- 
language or time-logic of !VLP) with a set of statements about programs (including 
tea’s); this extended language has a strongly complete Hilbert-style inference sy~%~. 
The provability relation determined by this inference system is denoted by t--? NOW 
an NLP-method can be given by selecting <i.e., fixing) a set Ax of axioms [cbsssical 
first-order formulas) in the underlying time-language. (For simplicit! ‘I the NLP- 
method determined by Ax will be identified with Ax itsell) After having fixed such 
a set Ax of (so-called logical) axioms, we say that d tea p is provable by the 
NLP-method Ax iff Ax I-~ p. 
In the present paper we chose exactly that language for NLP which was defined, 
e.g., in [3,23,24,29,33].’ A fragment of this formalism is recalled in the Appendix. 
An easily readable and informal introduction to this formalism (and theory or 
approach) is in [27]. 
Recall from Definition A.1 (see Appendix) that, for an arbitrary similarity type 
d, Ftd denotes the set of all formulas of the underlying time-language of similarity 
type d. Ftd is defined to be the set of all three-sorted first-order formulas of a 
similarity type called td where td is the following many-sorted expansion of d. The 
sorts of td are t, i (called time, data, intensions or time functions respectively); 
we take type d on sort d, we take the type 6 of arithmetic on ?ort t, and a new 
binary function symbol “ext” establishes a connection between tht different sorts; 
the first argument of “ext” is of sort i, the second one is of sort t, and its value is 
(Zi : i E o}, X = {Xi : i E o}, and = { yi : i E CO} are our sets of variables 
i respectively. Intuitively, sort s the data domain, sort t is the time 
scale, and sort i is a set of ‘time functions’ mapping the time scale into the data 
latter is used to form execution sequences of programs). For more 
efinition A.11 in the Appendix. 
’ There are other (equivalent) formalisms for NLP, see, e.g., Makowsky-Sain [18], Leivant [17], 
Wijek [ 141. 
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Recall from the lines above Definition 1.1 that F’ = Fz contains variables only 
from X (that is, if q E Fd, then zi does not occur in 4p). (The same applies to &). 
Convention. Throughout the paper, d denotes an arbitrary but fix 
tyie, 
milarity 
The Fd, Q, I) E Fd, p E Pd and gs, d (c.f. Definition l.l(iii)). d is the 
class of all models of type d. (Its elements are, intuitively, used as ‘data domains’ 
and are usually denoted by 6. The letters d and D refer to ‘data’.) Sometimes we 
shall write z, x, and y instead of zo, x0, and y,. Further, y(a) abbreviates ext( y, z), 
and z < z1 abbreviates (z 6 z1 A z # z,). Throughout the paper we will rely on this 
convention. 
In order to formulate Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 we first need to define three sets of 
axioms: DIA,, Cmw, and Tpo, in the underlying time language Ftd. 
(a) The definition of ind( cp, g, v) was given in Section 1 (see Definition 1.1 (iv)). 
The structural induction DIA, (w.r.t. g) is defined as follows: 
DIA, z {ind(cp, g, v) : Q E Ftd and v E X} v Lax, 
where 
Lax z {(j # k) : j and k are two different elements of Lab}. 
The essential part of DIA, is {ind(cp, g, v) : Q E Ftd and v E X}. Lax is added for 
technical reasons only. 
DIA, is a generalization of DIA defined in [3, p. 2651 (here, g is a parameter of 
DIA, while “the g of DIA” was fixed to consist of a constant symbol 0’ and a unary 
function symbol +‘l’). The structural induction on the data universe defined in [20, 
Section III.l.B, p. 221 is practically the same as our DIA,. 
(b) We call our next (one-element) set Cm” of axioms weak comprehension. It 
postulates the existence of certain time functions: 
The intuitive meaning of Cm” is that all hyperfinite or time-bounded ‘approxima- 
tions’ of an arbitrary intension exist. More formally, Cm” claims that an arbitrary 
choice of three parameters, a data value x, a time-function yl, and a time point zl, 
forces the existence of another time function y which agrees with y, on {z : z < z,} 
and is constant (with value x) everywhere lse. 
(c) Finally, we define the set Tpo which talks exclusively about sort t. 
Tpo 2 { 6 is a partial ordering with 0 as a least element} 
u{z~<z+loz,- -=z,z,~z+z*+1~z+1,z#0+32,(2=z~+1)}. 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 below express that the NIP-method DIA, u Cm” u Tpo is 
strictly stronger (w.r.t. total correctness assertions) than I-? 
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Notice that, in Theorem 2.2, for pro kg the tea (Q + 0( p, #)) in NL 
use more 10s ical axioms than those contained in DIA, u Cm” u Tpo. 
Let +v *x=x). 
mere are d, g s-w d, Th c Fd and p E Pd such that 
~r--~~(PJ)~~U( DIA, u Cm” u Tpo) t-N 0( p, t). 
mark. There are 4 g Go d, Th G Fd and a quantifier-free Q E Fd such that 
ThuDIA,bCQ and ThuDIA,uCm”uTpo~Q. 
We shall prove these theorems in Section 3. Next we define further distinguished 
subsets of F,,: Two comprehension schemes (Cm” and Cm), the so-called full 
computational induction (Ind), and Peano’s axioms for time and for data (PA, and 
PAd )- 
(d) All our comprehension axioms postulate the existence of some intensions (i.e., 
time functions). (This is the reason for the use of the notation “Ex” instead of our 
present notation “Cm” in [3, Definition 161 and [23, Definition 171). The compre- 
hension schemes Cmb and Cm defined below are called bounded comprehension a d 
full comprehension respectively. 
Cmb g {VZ3!xip~VZ~3yVZ[Z~z1~Q(x/y(z))]A[Z~zl~y(z)=y(z,)]: 
Q E Ftd and y, z1 do not occur in Q}. 
Cm 2 {VZ~!XQ + 3yVz~(x/y(z)): Q E Ftd and y does not occur in Q}. 
The intuitive meaning of Cm is that every definable function from time to data 
exists. In other words, Cm postulates that whenever a function s from time to data 
is definable by a formula Q E Ftd, then s is ‘coded by an intension’ (that is, there 
exists an intension y such that ext( y, z) = s(z) for every time point z). 
The intuitive meaning of Cmb is that, though some definable functions from time 
to data may not exist (may be ‘absent’ from the intensions universe), all definable 
functions s from time to data can be ‘approximated’ to an arbitrary extent: NO 
matter which time point z1 we choose, ~3 intension 4’ exists such that ext( y, z) = s(z) 
for every z s zl, and y is a constant function (with value s( z,)) everywhere lse. 
(e) Full computational induction ([3, Definition i4] or 1231): 0 and SC are the zero 
and successor symbols of sort t (i.e., of Peano arithmetic). Now, 
Ind z {ind( Q, z) : Q E Ftd} u Lax, 
where 
ind(Q, zi) = ([Q(O) A Vzi(~ + Q(sc(zi)))] +VZ,Q) 
and Q(O) is Q(Zi/O); similarly, for Q(SC(Zi)). 
(f) 6 denotes t eano arithmetic, that is, the symbols of 6 
are sc, 0, s, +, 9 with arities 2, 1,2,3,3 respectively. PA, denotes the set of Peano’s 
axioms formulated for the similarity type 8, heilce for our sort t. 
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(g) Peano’s axioms for data: Assume that d contains a disjoint copy d’ of 8. 
Then PAd denotes the set of Peano’s axioms formulated for the similarity type d’ 
together with {ind(y, d’, x) : q~ E Fd}. 
About the basic connections between the axioms introduced in (a)-(g) above, 
see Section 6. 
. In items (a)-(g) above we define 
(subsets of Ftd). They serve as ‘building blocks’ i 
we need here. (Cf., e.g., the NLP-method DIA heorems 2.2 and 
2.3 above.) These ‘building blocks’ can be classified as follows: 
(1) Induction principles alons; data (structural inductions). Our DIA, (see (a)) 
belongs to this class. 
(2) Induction principles along time (computational inductions). Ind (see (e)) 
belongs to this class. 
(3) Ccmprehension axioms (postulating existence of certain intensions). In this 
class we have Cmw, Cmb, and Cm (see (b) and (d)). 
(4) Axioms which talk exclusively about time. Here we have Tpo and PA, (see 
(c) and (f)). 
(5) Axioms which talk exclusively about data. Here is PAd (see (g)). 
This paper can be understood without reading the following Remark 2.6, and its 
subsequent Propositions 2.6.1 and -6.2. This applies to all other remarks in this 
paper. 
2.6. Remark. The Manna-Cooper method t-Q does not serve to prove termination 
in standard time, that is, 
where Th I=” 0( p, I’) means that p terminates in every usual one-sorted ata structure 
6 E MO& with fi I= Th in the usual ‘standard’ sense (i.e., there is a$nite execution 
sequence s of p in fi which halts). Instead, method I--~ serves to prove termination 
in the minimal models of Th. More precisely, this method I--~ investigates the 
second-order axiomatizable class (Th u WP[ind(P(x), g, x)11) c & where 
P is a second-order variable ranging over unary r& *ions. Let Th(g2) c Th u 
{VP[ind( P(x), g, x)]}. Then Propositions 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 below hold. 
osition (Soundness of I- Qg) 
Th t-Qg O(p, 7) --r, Th(g2) I=” O(P, ?)e 
(Soundness of DIA,) 
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. Remark (continued). The above propositions express that I-~ serves to prove 
statements Th(g2) I=” O( p, I’). In method t-Q we do not prove from the second-order 
axioms Th( 82) since there is no complete inference system for standard second-order 
logic (cf. Definition 1.1 (v) above). Therefore, Manna-Cooper’s t-Q (or, equivalently, 
Burstall- Manna- Waldinger’s ‘Sometime System’ as described, e.g., in [ 201) admits 
all nonstandard models of Th u {ind g, x) : Q E FdQ}, with all their advantages and 
disadvantages. (These models are in odd, and are called ‘nonstandard’ when they 
do not satisfy Th(gZ).) The case of I-~ seems to be clearer. There Cm u PA, u Ind 
are called logical axioms and Th u DIA, are axioms about data. A model is nonstan- 
dard if its ‘logical sorts’ i, t are not standard, that is, if sort i does not contain all 
functions from sort t to sort d. 
In passing we note that Manna-Cooper’s approach to approximating the second- 
order Th(g2) by moving fro FY to &Q (or, equivalently, by enriching the models 
odd to (6, Q:)k,iEw E oddQ) is mathematically the same as the so-called 
relational traces approach in Sain [31,32-341, Csirmaz [9-l 11, Makowsky-Sain [18], 
Pasztor 124, 251 etc., which, in turn, is equivalent to Leivant’s [17] approach of 
using nonstandard secon&order logic6 (a rather natural idea if we want to approxi- 
mate the standard second-order Th(g2)). The latter equivalence was proved in [ 181. 
Now we turn to formulating Theorems 2.7 and 2.8. The first claim of Theorem 
2.7 below is that, under the assumption that the data theory Th contains Peano’s 
axioms, the method I-=-~ is equivalent o the NLP-method Ax z (DIA, u Cm” u Tpo). 
This claim can be conceived of as a characterization of the Manna- Coqver method 
I-~ in NLP. 
The following question naturally arises: How sharp is this characterization of 
I-~? Can we omit some axioms from Ax without losing some program verifying 
power? Or is there an extension Ax’ 2 Ax which is still equivalent with t-Q (w.r.t. 
tea’s)? The second claim of Theorem 2.7 gives the following answer to these 
questions: If we extend Ax to Ax’ by replacing Cm” with Cmb (1 Cm”) and Tpo 
with the full set PA, ( 2 Tpo) of Peano’s axioms in Ax and by adding full computa- 
tional induction Ind, then this new NLP-method Ax’ is still equivalent with t-Q 
(w.r.t. tea’s). On the other hand, Theorem 2-8 says that replacing Cmb with the full 
comprehension Cm in Ax’ does increase the program verifying power. The other 
direction (weakening Ax) will be explored in Section 4, close to the end of this 
paper. For instance, it turns out there that the ordering < of time (i.e., Tpo) can 
be omitted from the characterization Ax of t--Q (if Cm” is worded slightly differently). 
Assume PAd E Th, Let g consist of the 0 and SC (successor) of d. Then 
Tht-Qg(q+O(p,#)) @ Thu(DIAguCmwuTpo)t-N(~+O(p,$)) 
e Thu(DIAguCmbu A, u Ind) I--~ (Q + 0( p, t,b)). 
6 Nonstandard second-order logic is the ‘standard’ hrst-order approximation of second-order logic 
used, e.g., in Wenkin’s type theory or Robinson’s nowstandard analysis or Feferman’s approach to the 
foundation of analysis, etc. 
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In the above characterization, Cmb cannot be replaced by Cm because of the 
following Theorem 2.8. 
. Theorem. l?zere are d, g so d, PAd s Th c Fd and p E Pd such that 
Th kQgO(pJ) @= Thu(DIA,uCmuPA,uInd) t--N O(p,t). 
2.9. Remark. so and s17 denote equivalence w.r.t. tea’s and pea’s (partial correct- 
ness assertions) respectively. For instance, let Ax1 and Ax2 be two axiom systems 
of NLP. Then Ax1 = o Ax2 means that Ax1 and Ax2 prove the same tea’s in I--~. 
Further we say that Ax1 is generally stronger than Ax2 (or Ax2 is generally weaker 
than Axl) if Mod(Ax1) c Mod(Ax2). Let 
Wax 2 DIA, u Cm” u Tpo and Sax e DIA, u Cmb u PA, u Ind. 
Clearly, Wax is generally weaker than Sax in the above sense (“W” and “S” in 
Wax and Sax refer to ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ respectively). Theorem 2.7 states that both 
the generally weak system Wax and the generally strong system Sax are equivalent 
with t-o w.r.t. tca’s. As a contrast to Wax so I-~ =. Sax stated in Theorem 2.7, 
we note that Wax Fn Sax; that is, they are not equivalent w.r.t. partial correctness 
assertions. Namely, some form of Ind is needed t> prove partial correctness. Recall 
that Ictc Ind (cf. 123, Definition 151) (we note that Ict so kFH). 
2.9.1. Proposition. There are p E Pd and $ E Fd such that 
w-N q (P, @I and PAduDIAguCmuPA, bCNCl(p,$). 
Proof. Let p p ((0:x0+0), (1:HALT)) and $ z (x0=0). Then Ict I= q (p, 9) since 
ind(ext( y, z) = 0, z) E Ict. Let 6~ I( PA,)) be nonstandard (i.e., o s T). Let 
m g (?, fi, ‘w, ext) where fi is the standard model of PAd, T is the universe of 
?, ‘U s {f: T +&I}, and (Vs E T~)(Vb E T)ext(s, b) = s(b) (the value of the function 
s at 6). Then 
‘%lZ I= PAd u DIA, u Cm u PA, 
but gl I# q l( p, @) by the following: Let see TV be such that (Vn E o)so( n) = 0 and 
(Vn E T\w)s,(n) = 1. Let s1 E TV be such that s,(O) = 0 and (Vn E T\(O})s,(n) = 1. 
Then (so, s,) is a trace of p in !UC with 1 as a possible output. 0 
heorems 2.7 and 2.8 will be proved in Section 3. For further main results of this 
paper see Theorems 4.2--4.4 and 5.1. 
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. Find a general version of Theorem 2.7 (characterization of the power 
of t-Q) which holds without the condition PAd c Th. The present characterization 
(Thecrem 2.7) of I-~ is analogous to the characterization of t-FH found by Andreka 
and Nemeti in 1977 which assumed PAd G Th. That assumption was eliminated 
from the characterization of kFH in [9]. So what we are asking for now is a 
‘Csirmaz-style result’ for kQ. (Of course, by Theorem 2.3, the present characterization 
does not work without assuming PAd G Th.) 
Iem. As was mentioned, Theorem 2.7 provides a characterization for the 
Burstall- Waldinger-Manna IAM w.r.t. tca’s. Find a similar characterization of 
Pnueli’s stronger temporal ogics (enriched with modalities “Sometime in the future”, 
“Until”, “Nexttime”) w.r.t. tca’s. For characterizations of these stronger logics w.r.t. 
pea’s (as opposed to tea’s) see [24,32,33]. 
Concerning this second problem, the second statement of Theorem 2.7 (and also 
that of Theorem 4.4) suggest he following conjecture. 
2.12. Conjecture. Under the assumption PAd G Th, IAM (atid hence, I-~) willprobably 
pr*lve to be equivalent with Pnueli’s strong- !ogics w.r. t. total correctness. 73is renders 
Problem 2.11 especially interesting for the case PAd g Th. 
of the main results 
In the proofs, we shall need the following conventions. 
Notations and abbreviations. Z denotes the set of all integers. 
If f is a function, then Dom( f) and Rng( f) denote its domain and range 
respectively. Al f denotes the function f domain restricted to the set A, that is, 
A 1 f $ {(a, b) : a E A and f(a) = b}. AB denotes the set of all functions f with 
Dam(f) = A and !Rng(f)s 43, 
Recall from Section 2 that X, Y, and 2 are the sets of variables of sorts data, 
intensions, and time respectively. Recall from Definition 1.1 (iv) that for every q E &, 
(p(V/T) & (p(T) & 3u(u = 7 A3v(v= u A cp)), 
where u does not occur in q A v = T and UEXU Yu.2 is of the same sort as v. 
e introduced our notational convention for one-sorted similarity types in Section 
efinition 1.1). f t = (t,,, t,) is a one-sorted similarity type, then a model 
of type t is defined to be a pair i = ( R) such that A is a nonempty set and 
a 
om(t,) and ( 
and [rE to --r, R(r)?A+A]). 
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Sequences of letters (words) embellished by tildes as 2 3, 6, @ denote 
one-sorted models. For an arbitrary one-sorted model @, W (the word denoting 
;he model buLwithout a tilde) stands for the universe of I@; e.g., 00 denotes the 
universe of DQ. Capital Gothic letters like !%Z, %, %, U denote three-sorted models 
of type td. For our notational convention concerning the parts of models of type 
td see Convention A.2 (Appendix). For an arbitrary one-sorted model 5 = (D, R), 
R(r) is usually denoted by r’. (Similarly for rm in the case of a many-sorted m.) 
If t is a one-sorted or many-sorted similarity type, then t denotes the class 
of all models of type t. c;i = (0, sue, 0, s, +, 0) E 6 denotes the standard model 
of arithmetic. 
l=N9 or shortly l=, denotes the semantical counterpart of I--~ (Definition A.6). We 
use the traditional extensions of the validity relation bN, as well as the related 
traditional notation. For instance, 
Mod&b) 2 Mod(Ax) z {i?& odtd : !!I2 t= N Ax}, 
for every Ax c_ Ftd v tcad v pcad ; and, for every K s 
Th(K)~{QEF,,“tcad”pcad:K~NQ}, 
cut(yi, fi, zk, xn) 4 v&n([&n <zk +yi(&n) = yj(zm)l 
A [l&n <zk+yiiGn)=X,I), 
where m e {i, j, k, n}. 
IndQ 2 {ind(Q, g, U) : Q E FdQ, v E X}. 
We are now ready to prove the first main theorem from the previous section. 
2.2. Theorem. Let Th C Fd, (9, # E r;,, p E pd and g SW d. Then 
ThkQg(~+o(p,#)) * Thu(DIAguCmwuTpo)~N(~+O(p,~)). 
Proof. Assume Th t-Qg(Q + O(p, t,b)). Let %@E ,,(Th u DIA, u Cm” u Tpo) be 
arbitrary. We show m I= Q -, 0( p, #). Recall that m = (F, fi, I, ext) (see Appendix) 
and 
m t= Q + O(p, #) 1 (vg E “T)(Vk E “D)(b’r E “‘I)%@ I= Q + o(p, $)[g, k, r]. 
Thus we may assume T # $3, D # 0, I # 0. Since in our case Q, ~4 c Fd and p E Pd, it 
is enough to consider k E “D only. Let k : o + D be such that %V I= Q[ k]. We have 
to show m i= O(p, y?)[k]. Let 2 g (yO,. . . , yJ, 7 z (yo,. . . , y,J, X p (x0,. . . ,x,-l), 
Ek(k,,... 9 kc-J, p(z) g (ydz), . . . , y,-dd), 3(z) % h,(z), . . l 3 J+(Z)>, and P(z) = 
Z&l\{yi(~)=~i: ~cc}. Define 
Partialtrace( p, 9, zo) 4 ptr( p, f, z,) 
( V Mzl) = i, A bdp, zl, f): m s 4 
2?8 I. Stain 
The formula v,,,( p, y, z) was defined in [3, p. 2071 and is an obvious ‘translation’ of 
our K,(p) in Definition 1 .l (ii): It expresses that the connectron between t
y(z) and %(z + I) is determined by the mth command (i,,, : u,) of p. For instance, 
if u, = ,(XW + T”, then y,( p, y, z) is the formula 
( 
Yc(Z+l)=i~+~AY~(Z+l)=?[~(Z)]A A{_Vj(Z+l)=Yj(Z): w#j<c} 
>> 
. 
For every m s n define 
Q ( m x0,. . . , xc+ ) 
4 3fsz,[ptr( p, f, zo) n yC(to) = i, A y(zo) = 2 A y’(0) = EJ. 
dO as follows: The d-type reduct of FQ is 6 and (Vm G n) 
Q 4%) g m {( Qo, l =*9 a c-l ): a E “D and 9!R t= Qm(X)[a]}, 
all the other a’s are empty in FQ. Then FQ I= Th by Th G Fd and !lR I= Th. Also, 
FQ l= IndQ by m t= DIA, and definability of Q$. We shall show that D3 I== K(P) 
by ml= Cm”uTpo (K(P) was defined in Definition l.l(ii)): 
(a) Let m c n and assume u, = “x~ + 7”. Then 
Let a E “D be such that Dq t= QL(Z)[a]. Let a’ g (a,, . . . , a,_,). This means that 
393z[ptr(p, y, z) AU,(Z) = i, Am = a’~y’(O) = E]. 
Let yi~I be such that %N=cut(y~,y,,z+l,i,,,+l), y’,~1 be such that 
92 I= cut(y:, y,, z+ 1, r[ti]& and y: E I be such that %R I= cut(yi, yj, z+ 1, ai) for 
w # i < c. Such y’ 5 (y&, . . . , y:) exists by %R k Cm”. 
We shall show that 9X I= ptr( p, F’* z + 1) holds by m I= Tpo: y:(O) = i. by 0 < z + 1. 
Let zt<z+l. Then z,<z or z,=z. If zl<z, then 
V {YXZA = i, A v&p, zl, 3’): m s n) 
holds by (Vi6 c)y:(zl) = yi(z,). If z1 = Z, then f’(z) = j?(z) = (a, i,) by z c z+ 1 and 
jW+ 1) =(ao, . . . 9 a,-, , ~[a’la, a,+l,. . . 9 a,, im+h. 
Thus, v,,,( p, z, y’) holds. We have seen %R I= ptr( p3 j’, z + 1). 
Clearly, y:(z+ 1) = im+l and f’(z+ 1) =(ao,. . . , T,. . . , at-l, i,+l) and y”(0) = E 
us, 
v” is similar, t erefore we omit it. 
C,(Z) /\ +), by ouJvassumption Th t-Qg q + 0( p, #) 
e have Dq t= Qg(n)[ k], since ‘constant 
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intensions’ exist by %l2 I= Cmwu Tpo and by I # 0. Then FQ l= (Q;(n) A cp)[k]; 
therefore, D3 I= 3x’( Q:(f) A +)[ k]. This means 
ptr(p, f, 2) /\ y&) = i, A y(z) = 2 A y’(0) = i$ 
for some J, z and 2. Then 
(3jqVz,[(z* G z -*F’(q) = 521)) A (2, s z + Y’(q) = jw)l, 
by %X I= Cm”. Now this 9’ is a trace of p in m with input k and with output 2 which 
satisfies +. That is, 9X t= 0( p, @)[ k]. Cl 
3.1. Propo&ion. 77zere aae 4 g SW d, Th c Fd and a quantijier-free Q E Fd such that 
ThuDIA,bLrp and ThuDIA,uCm”uTpo+Q. 
Proof. Let 
d z HO’, sc’), UO’, I), (sc’, 2), (R I )H* 
That is, d contains 0’ as a constant symbol, SC’ as a unary function symbol and R 
as a unary relation symbol. We shall write x + I and 0 instead of SC’(X) and 0’ 
respectively. Let g g d. Clearly, g s-o d. 
Th z {R(x)+R(x+l), O#x+l, x+1=x,+1+x=x1}. 
Q z +(x) A R(x+ 1) A lR(x,) A R(x, + 1) +x = x1. 
Proposition 3.1 will follow from Claims 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 below. 
. Claim. Th u DIA, bL Q. 
Proof. First we construct a nonstandard model ZV! E td (see Fig. 1). Let I5 E 
be such that D g o u (Z x (0)) u (Z x {l}), 0”‘) 2 0, 
SC’(‘) z {(i, i+ 1) : iEm}u{((i,j), (i+l,j)):iEZ,jE{O, 1)) 
and 
R(‘) g {(i, j): iEw,jE{O,l}}. 
Fig. 1. 
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Let I be an arbitrary one-element set, say I g {h}, and let ext : I x o + D be such 
that ext( h, i) = 0’ for every i E w. Now, %h! g (t&6, I, ext). 
Clearly, ZxTt I= Th. Next we show llgz t= DIA,. Let + E Ftd and v E X be arbitrary. 
We shall write #(T) instead of #(v/r). Assume m+ @(O)l\Vv(rC,+#(v+l))[q]. 
From now on, we forget about the evaluation q, i.e., we shall think of # as a formula 
without parameters. It is not hard to rewrite the proof using the evaluation q. Let 
x E D be arbitrary. We show %R I= e(x). Clearly, (Ve E o)m I= #(e). Assume there- 
fore x = (m, j) for some m E Z and j E (0, 1). Let U be an arbitrary nonprincipal 
ultrafilter on 0. Let Ip z “5/ U, 
U g “ml U 2 (%/ U, )p, “I/ U, ext”), 
ks((m -i,j):i~o)/u and n g (i : i E w)/ Lf (see Fig. 2). By Los’ lemma we have 
U + q?(n). We shall construct an automorphism f of l.? such that f(n) = k This will 
imply lI i= e(k). Note that ultraproducts work well for many-sorted models, too, 
see, e.g., 122, Example 29.43, p. 4861. Leaving R’ out of consideration, )p consists 
of a part isomorphic to fi (the image of fi by the diagonal embedding) and of 
several other threads isomorphic to (Z, SC) since SC’(~) is one-one. 
Fig. 2. 
For every e E P, let T’ be the least subset of P containing e and having the property 
that Vx(x E T, - x + 1 E T,). Let f: P* P be such that f(k) = n, f(n) = k, 
P\(Tku Tn)lfCId and (VXE P)f(x+l)=f(x)+l. 
Such an f exists. We show that f % (%/ u1 Id, J V/ 01 Id) is an automorphism of 
U. It is clearly an automorphism with respect o the sorts t and i. It is easy to check 
that it is an isomorphism w.r.t. ext, 0’ and SC’. We have (Ve E Tk u T,)U I# R(e), 
thus f is an isomorp e have seen that is an automorphism of 
U. us, U + $(k), s’ lemma, then i E 6$2X I= $((m - i, j)). 
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By our assumption, %2 t= v($+ #(v+ 1)) and we then have 2R i= #((m, j)). We 
have seen 9X I= Vv+. Since $ E Ftd and v E % were chosen arbitrarily, we have seen 
%J2 I= DIA,. Clearly, fl v 4p. Cl 
. ThuDIA, u Cm” u Tpo I- 9. 
Proof. Sometimes we omit the commas from sequences of variables, e.g., xox,yo 
stands for x0, x1, yo. 
First we prove several lemmas. Let 
s(~o~lYozozJ g zo s Zl A Yo(Zo) = x0 A Ylh) =x1 hvz2(z(+z2<Zp 
Yo(zz+ 1) =yo(z2)+ 0, 
dXoX1) 2 (~Yo~zoz*)s(~o~lYozoz,). 
3.1.3. Lemma 
(i) Cm” u Tpo I= w(xoxo). 
(ii) Cm” u Tpo I= rr(xox,) + m(xoxl + 1). 
(iii) Cm” u Tpo I= x0 # x1 A T(x~x*) + v(x,+ lx,). 
Proof. (i): By Cm” u Tpo, we have V~~3y~Vz~y~( zo) = x0. 
(ii): Assume ?r(xox,). Let yo, z,, z1 be such that ~(~~~,y~z~z,). Let y1 be such that 
cut( y, , yo, z1 + 1, x1 + 1). Such an y, exists by Cm”. Then, using Tpo, it is not hard 
to check that [(x0, x1 + 1, yl, zo, z1 + 1). We check it here as an example. 
(1) z,sz,+l, by z. G zl and Tpo. 
(2) YI(ZO) = yobo) = ~0, by zo-= zl+ 1. 
(3) yl(z,+l)=x,+l by lzl+l<zl+l. 
(4) Let z. G z2 c z, + 1. Then yl( z2) = yo(z2) and z2 s zl. If z2 c zl, then z2 + 1 < 
z1 + 1 by Tpo and thus, 
Y*(z2+ 1) =yo(z,+ 1) =yo(zp)+ 1. 
If z2 = zl, then yl(zl) = x1 and yl(zl + 1) = x1 + 1 by lzl + i < z1 + 1. 
(iii): Assume x0 Z x1 and n(xox,). Let yo, z,, z1 be such that 6(x0, x1, y,, z,, z,). 
By xo#xx,, we have zo#zzl. Thus, zo+ 1~ z1 by Tpo. Then it is not hard to check 
that 5(x0+ 1, x1, yo, zo+ 1, z,). q 
3.1. a. DIA, u Cm” u Tpo I- VX,X,( r(xox,) v ~(?I~x~)). 
Let rF, g Vx,(~(xox,) v ~T(x,x,)). Then, ind($, g, x0) E IA,* (Note that 
we, g, x0) = l-W) A VX2NJ(X,) + w2+ WI + 
(a) e(O): ind(q(0, x,), g, x,) E IA,; therefore, we have -V(O, Xl) bY 
3.1.3(i)-(ii), which implies #(O). 
I. Sain 
(b) #(x2) + #(x2+ 1): Assume $(x2). We want to show $(x2+ l), i.e., we want to 
show Vx,(a(x,, x2+ 1) v ~r(x*+ 1, x,)). Let x1 be arbitrary. If x1 =x2, then w(xl, x2+ 
1) by Lemma 3.1.3(i)-( ii). Assume therefore x1 f x2. By our assumption #(x2), we 
have 7r(x2, x,) v rr(x,, x2). If rr(x2, x,), then 77(x2+ 1, x,) by Lemma 3.1.3(iii) and 
x2# x1. If n(xl, x2), then w(xl, x2+ 1) by Lemma 3.1.3(ii). El 
mma. Th u DIA, I- ~(x,, x,) A R(x,) + R(x,). 
roof. Assume rr(xo, x,) and R(x,). Let yo, zo, z1 be such that 6(x0, x1, yo, zo, 2,). 
Define 
$ z 3z2(zos 2,s z1 A yo(z2) = x2) -, R(x2). 
Then ind(q& g, x2) E DIA,. Before going on, we prove 
(1) . . Let zo< z2S 2,; then yo( z2) = yo( q) + 1 for some z. s z3 < zl. 
Proofof (1): Let zo<z2sz1. Then z=z3+1 for some zo~z3<zl, by Tpo. Then 
yo(z3) + 1 = yo(z3 + 1) = yo(z2) and this proves (1). We now continue our proof of 
Lemma 3.1 S. 
(a) e(O): Assume 0 = yo(z2) for some Z,S z2 6 zl. Then z2 = z. by (1) since 0 # 
x + 1 E Th. Then 0 = x0 and we are done. 
(b) ~(x2)+~(x2+1): Assume *(x2). Let x2+1=yo(z2) for some zo~z2~z1. If 
z2 = z,, then we are done. Assume therefore z, c z2. Then x2+ 1 = yo(z3) + 1 for some 
zo~z3~z,by(1).Thus,x2=yo(z3)by“xo+1=x,+1~xo=x,”~Th.Byourassump- 
tion #(x2), we then have R(x2). Now, R(x)+ R(x+ 1) E Th implies R(x2+ 1). By 
ind( rG; g, x2) we then have k/x,@. If we choose z2 = zl, then this yields R(x,). 0 
Now we are ready to prove Claim 3.1.2. Let x, x1 be such that lR(x) A R(x + 1) A 
lR(x,) A R(x, + 1). Assume x # x1. By Lemma 3.1.4, we have ~(x, x1) v 7r(x1, x). 
Assume ?T(x, x,). By x # x1 and by Lemma 3.1.3(iii), we have rr(x+ 1, x,). By Lemma 
3.1.5 and R(x + l), we then have R(x,), a contradiction which proves Claim 3.1.2. Cl 
We are now going to give the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
There are d, g sw d, Th E Fd and p E Pd such that 
eorem 2.3 is a corollary of Proposition 3.1. Let d, g, Th, 
U & bL 4p but guCmwu 0 t- Q. 
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ALT)). Now, p E pd since q E Fd is quantifier-free. 
is easy to check. We write it out in detail here, for an example. 
Let ZRE ,,(Th u DIA, u Cm” u Tpo) and let g E “‘T k E “0, r E “I. We have to 
show %R I= O(p, t)[g, k, r]. For every i < C, let yi E I be such that (WZ E T)yi(z) = kin 
Let yc E I be such that ~~(0) = 0 and (Vz > O)y,(z) = 1. (Note that yc corresponds to 
the control variable X, of p.) Such jj Z!- (yi : i < c) exists by %? I= Cm”. Then ji is a 
trace of p in m by 9!?2 I= 9. Thus, k is a possible output of p with input k This 
proves m I= C (p, t)[g, k 4 
Next we show Th bco8 O(p, f). This amounts to showing 
m U {indb, g, V) : Q E F,,, vex} bL Q;(n) A K(p)+ ZQ;(Z), 
where K(P) = Va([Qg(R) /\ 14p + Q;(Z)] /\ [Q;(X) A Q + Qf($]). 
Let m = (?, fi, I, ext) E Modtd(Th u DIA,) be such that Y% I# q. Such an Y$R exists 
by our assumption Th u DIA, bL q. Now, define D3 E d0 as follows: The d-type 
reduct of D3 is 6, 
Q 4%) d 0 = W(O), l l l 9 k(c-1)):kf”D and dl=l(g[k]}, 
and all the other Qj’s are empty in DT Clearly, D3 I= K(P). Also, TQ I= Th u IndQ 
by %! I= Th u DIA, since all the of’s are definable in 6. But 
D3 l# Wn( Q;(z) + ZQ;(n)) 
since Q;(m) # 0 by m I# Q while Qf(-’ = 0. 0 
The now-following proof of Theorem 2.7 will be &it in several parts. 
2.7. Theorem. Assume that d contains a disjoint copy d’ of 8. Assume PAd c_ Th and 
let g consist of 0 and SC of d. Then, 
roof. By Theorem 2.2 and by Cmb u PA, I= Cm” u Tpo, it is enough to prove 
~~D~AguCmbuPA,uIndt-N(Q+O(p,JI)) =3 ThI-Qg (Q+O(p,$f)). 
Assume Th teQg (Q + 0( p, +)). Then there is a D3 E dQ such that 
rQl=ThuInd u{~(p), =(QA Q~(n)),l3a(Q~(~)/\9)}= 
Let fi’ be the d’-type reduct of EQ but of type 6 (i.e., D’ 5 DQ, O@*’ g O”S’, etc.). 
Let 6 be the d-type reduct of Define 
I g {SE DD: (~Q(xO, . . . , &,+I) E Fd)( 
t= q(a, b, e’,] an >k+s(b)=s(k))}. 
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That is, I is the set of those parametrically definable members of DD which are 
bounded (which eventually become constant). Let 
Y$R i(fi’, 6, I, (s(a) : (s, a) E I x D)). 
Clearly, XR E td. We shall show that m t# (cp + 0( p, #)), while %)2 I= Th u DIA, u 
Cmb u PA, u Ind. 
.7.1. Claim. iDi! I# (Q + O( p, y?)). 
Proof. Assume # I= (Q + 0( p, +)). We shall derive a contradiction. Let k E “D be 
such that DT l= Q A Qi(%)[k]. Then, by our assumption m k (Q + 0( p, #)), we have 
8X t= 0( p, $)[k]. (Note that since Q, 1,9 E &, we do not have to consider valuations 
g E “T and r E “I.) This means that there is a trace s E ‘+*I of p with %ut k and 
with an output q E “D such that %R I= #[q]. Let E denote the structure DQ together 
with the unary functions si (I ‘S c). That is, let Iz denote the similarity type dQ 
extended with the unary function symbols Si (i < c). Then E E Modh is such that 
the dQ-type reduct of Dzs is TQ and (Vi < c)s~~’ g si. 
Consider the formula 
x g A {s,(x) = i,,, + Q~(s&c), . . . , s,&)): m s n}. 
Clearly, x E Fh. We show Ds t= Vxx. By the definition of I, for every i s c, there is 
a formula Qi E Fd which defines si (parametrically) in fi. Therefore, TQ k IndQ 
implies that E l= (ind( (9, g, v) : Q E Fh, v E X}. In particular, 6 I= ind(x, g, x). 
E l= x(O) since s,(O) = iO, s is of input k and rQ I= Q@)[k]. 
a I= x(x)+x(x+ 1) by FQ I= K(p) and since s is a trace of p in n. (We leave 
the details to the reader, this time.) 
Thus, 6 I= Vxx(x), by a t= ind(x, g, x). Let e E T be such that s,(e) = i, and 
(Vi < c)si(e) = qi. Such e exists since q is an output of s. Then, TQ t= Q’,($[q] by 
5 I= Vxx(x), contradicting TQ I= lE( Q:(z) A @). Cl 
m I= Cmb u DIA, u Ind u PA, u PAd. 
The idea of the proof is the following. We give a translation functioni 
E : Ftd + Fd such that 
(VQ E Ftd)[m t= Qk, k ‘d @ 6’ t= E(Qjk(g, k f=)ll, 
where e is a given bijection between evaluations into !lR and evaluations into x;, 
will be translatin uantifications over intens- s. The translation +-v‘ 
‘time’ into ‘data’ is easy since ’ is roughly the same as Then, by usin,g ~5s 
I= Cmb will hold by the definition of I, and m k= 8 u Ind id Si,! 
de In order to e able to complete the proofs of Clai-rP, 2.X? 
we first have to v ify some lemmas (Lemmas 2.7.3 and 2.‘? A>. 
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3.1. Eliminating quantifications over variables of sort i 
By the proof of [‘I, Theorem 1, p. 21 I], there is a formula “ r( x,) xl, x2) = x3” E Fd 
for which (7r) below holds. Actually, what we have is a formula 8(x0, . . . , x3) E Fd 
such that PAd + VX,X& !x3S(xo, x1 9 x2, x3). Therefore, 6 is a function of x0, x1, x2 
and its value is x3. This is why we introduced the notation 
Y(xoJ1,~*)= X3 e ~(Xo,.. *,X3)* 
TO formulate (r), we use the letters a, b, k, n, a’, b’, i as variable symbols of the 
language &. 
(v): PAd I= (Vabkn)@a’b’)[(Vi< k)y(a, b, i) = y(a’, b’, i) A y(41, b’, k) = n]. 
This formula (7r) is found near to the end of Part (I) of the proof of [4, Theorem 11. 
If we fix x0, x1, then we obtain a one-argument function y(xo, x1, -) from 
y(xos xl 5 .yz). We shall think of this function as a function coded by x0, x1. If we 
‘chop of!’ this function at x2, then we get a function coded by x0, x1 , x2. Using (n), 
we shall prove that there is a one-one correspondence between codes x0, x1, x2 and 
elements of 1 (see Lemma 2.7.3 below). 
Though y(xo, x1, x2) is not a real term, we may (and shall) use it as if it were a 
term; e.g., we shall write Q(X/ y(x, X1, X2)) since it is now folk-lore (i.e., well 
understood how) to use formulas defining (total) functions as if they were terms. 
For instance, ~(x/y(x,X,,X~)) stands for ~x~[Q(x/x~) A lj(x,xl,x2,x4)], where x4 
does not occur in Q A 6. We shall apply the above for other functions definable by 
formulas, too. We shall use the expression ‘generalized term’ for formulas defining 
total functions to indicate the above usage. For instance y( x0, . . . , x2) is a generalized 
term, min(x,, x,) is one, too. 
Define the function sq: 3D + DD as follows: Let a E “D. Then 
sq(a) :(,(a,, al,min(i, a,)):ie D). 
2.7.3. Lemma. sc~:~D~, I; i.e., sq maps 3D onto I. 
Proof. Clearly, (Va E 3d)sq(a) E I. To see that “sq” is onto, we shall prove (2) below. 
(2) . . P& I= (VX~!X,Q+VX~SX~X~(VX~X~)Q(X,/Y(X~, X4, X)): 
Q E Fd and x2, x3, x4 do not occur in Q}. 
Note that, in (2) above, Q may contain free variables. To prove (2), let 2 E 
be arbitrary. Let Q(x~, x1, . . . , xm+,) E Fd b e such that all free variables of Q are 
among x0,. . . , x~~+~. Assume .e i= V’xii ! X,Q(X, x1, p) for some jj E m 
function defined by Q(X, x1, j5) in i!. That is, (Va E B)z K Q(a, fa, p). 
#(x2) g (3X3X4)(VX '( XzdQ(x, Y(X3, x4, X), l% 
(a) e(O) clearly holds. . 
(b) @(x2)+ #(x,+ 1): Let e E 
i <: e)f (i) = y(a, b, i), I3y choosing k = e and n = f( e) in (T), we have 
(aa’, WE Bj(Vice+ 1)-f(i) = y(o), if, i). Thus, 2 I= #(e-t- 1) is praved. 
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Now by 2 i= hid we have 2 I= Vx&(x,, p). Since p was chosen arbitrarily, (2) 
is proved. 
Now, (2) implies that “sq” is onto, as follows: Let s E I be arbitrary. Let 
4p(% Xl, l l l 9 &I+l )EFd,pEmDandkcDbesuchthat 
(Va, bE D)b=s(a) @ I%= &a, b,p) and (Vbak)s(b)=s(k). 
Then 13 I= Vx3!xl(g(x, x1, p); therefore, there are a, b E D such that (Vxs k) 
r) I= cp(x, y(a, b, x),p). This means that s =sq(a, b, k). q 
mark. We were sloppy in the above proof of (2) and used parameters from 
B in formulas, but it is easy to rewrite the above proof so that it should be correct. 
Now we are ready to define the translation functions E and e. Let W z { yi : i E o, 
j E 3) be disjoint from everything. Let w : X u 2 u W-X be an arbitrary bijection. 
First we define E :Tmp + Trnf as follows: 
E(zi) i w(zi), E(0) g 0’, 
etc., where 0’, l’, +‘, and 0’ are the corresponding symbols in d. 
Next we define E : Tm,d,d + Tm$: 
( ) xi ’ W(Xi), 
E(ext(y,, T)) gy(W(yp), W(y:), min(W(y:), E(T))) for any TETd, 
E(l’fT,,..., 7,)) z f (E(Td, l l l , E(T”)) for any n-ary function symbol 
fof d and r1 ,..., r,+Tmtd,d. 
Now we define E : F,, -9 F,“: 
E(.Vi = J$ S V4zo)E(ext(yj, G)) = E(ext(yi, Q)), 
E(3yiu;) e 3w(y%w(yf)3~(~6)E(cp), 
E<Svtp) 1 OWE if v E X v 2, 
E(r, = Q) g E(rl)= E(T~) if rl, rzETmtd,d or TV, r+Tmf, 
E(r(r,, l l l 3 7,)) z ffE(~,), . . . , E(7,)) 
if T-, , . . . , Tn E Tmtd,d and r is an n-ary relation symbol in d, 
E(lq) z ME and E(cp A $) z E(Q) A E(e). 
be such that sq l cd = Id, i.e., (Vs E I)sq(cd(s)) = s. (We shall say 
en e(g, k, t) E w at, for every 
if w+(Q E 
if w_‘(x,) E 
cd( r( i)).j if w-*(x,) = y{. 
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. Let 4p E 1<, and g E “0, k E “0, r c “I be arbitrary. Then 
m I= P[g, k, r] iff fi I= E(Q)[dg, k r)l- 
roof. First we need some definitions. Let i E w. Then m(i) E 3. is such that (Vj < 
3MYi) = &l(i)p Let e, e’ E “D and a E 3 D. The &I, 
e(mi) 2 (e(miO), eimil), e(mi2)), 
e(mila) g e(miO~aO)(mil/al)jmi2/a2), 
e=e’ e [(VnEo)(e(n)#e’(n) * W-‘(x& W) 
and (Vi E o)sq( e( mi)) = sq( e’( mi))]. 
Assume e = e’. Then (3)-(5) below hold. 
‘. (3) . E(eXt(Yi, MeI = sq(4mi))WdM). 
Proof of (3): 
E(ext(y,, d)[e]= y(w(yP), w(_Vf!j min(w(Yk E(M31 
= r(e(mi)O, e(mi)l, min(e(mij2, E(r)[e])) 
=sq(e(mij)(E(r)[e]). 
(4) : l% E(yi=yj)[e] e sq(e(mi))=sq(e(mj)). 
proof of (4): 
6 I= E(yi =yi)[e] iff 6 I= Vw(&E(ext(y,, zO)) = E(ext(yi, z*))[e] 
iff (Va E D)sq(e(mi))a = sq(e(mj))a (by (3)) 
iff sq(e( mi)) = sq( e( mj)). 
(5) ’ . (Vq E Ftd)(fi I= E(Q)[e] @ 6 I= E(Q)[e’])- 
y (3) and by the definition of ==? we have that 
(S)(a) (VT E Trnf i; Tmtd&[ e] = r[ e’]. 
We prove (5) by inductio 
(a) (5) is true for 4p = “( Yi 
(b) Let Q = “( r1 = Q)“, mP or 71 , r2 E Twi,d or let Q = 
“r(T1, . . . , q,)“, where rl, . . . , T,, E symbol of 6I. 
r Q by (s)(a). 
5) is true for 40 a at e = e’. 
Q)[e] iff (3a E 3D)6 I= E(qP)[e(mi/a)], and the same holds for e’. 
NOW, 
e = e’ * (Wa E ‘D)e(mila) = e’(mi/a) 
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implies that (5) is true for ayiq. The proof for 3tip, where 2) E .K LJ z, k CCY?l#?k!~ 
analogous. 
(d) The proof for -~cp and (p A + is trivial; we now have proved (5). 
Let g E “0, k E “D and r E “I. Then (6)-(9) below hold. 
(6) . . e(g, k, r)(mi) = --L;~ LU \‘C/. 
Proof of (6): Let j c 3. Then e(g, k, r)( m{j) = cd( ri)j since w( y{) = x~,. 
(7) . . ?[g, k &= E(d[e(g, k 4~ if 7 E Td u Tm,~,+ 
Proof of (7): It is easy to check that (7) holds for VE Tm:. Let vs Tm:. Then 
ext( yi, r)[g, k, r] = r(i)(T[g]). By (3) and (6), we have that 
E(ext( yi, Me(g, k, 41 = &d(~NUWkk, k 41) = r(Wkl)- 
We have seen that (7) holds for ext( yi, 7). The other cases are easy. 
(8) * . W t= (yi =yj)[g, S rl iff fi + E( yi = YjNek, k r)l- 
Proof of (8): 5%Jlk (yi=yj)[g, k, r] iff r(i)=r(j). 6 I= E(yi =yJ[e(g, k, r)] iff 
sq(cd(ri)) = sq(cd(rj)), by (4) and (6), this proves (8). 
Assume that (Vg, ZC, r)[‘31l I= cg[g, k, r] iff fi I= E(q)[e(g, k, r)]]. 
(9): !JX I= (gYiV)[g, k, rl iff b I= E($+d[dg, S r)l= 
proof of (9): 
gl I= (3y-Q)[g, k, r] iff (3s E I)$l I= cp[g, k, r( i/s)] I 
iff (3s~ Z)fi t= E(cp)[e(g, k, r(i/s))] 
iff (3s E Z)d I= E(Q)[e(g, S r)(mVddl (by (6)) 
iff @a E ‘D)l? I= E(cg)[e(g, K, r)(mi/a)] 
(by Lemma 2.7.3 and (5)) 
ifI 6 I= E(3yiQ)[e(gv S r)l= 
The remaining cases are simple, therefore we omit their proofs. Cl 
eorem 2.7 (continued). Now we are ready to prove 
v DIA, v Indu PA,. 
(a) (y!l I= Cmb): Let Q E Ftd be such that y. does not occur in Q- Assume 
~~I= ~zo3!xocp[g, k, r]. We have to show 
YX i= ~z,3yo~zoQ(~o/yo(min(z, 3 zoMg, S rl- 
Let h E D be arbitrary. It is enough to prove that 
s E z)(Va S h)W I= cp[g(O/a), k(O/s(a)), r]. 
y Lemma 2.7.4 and by !Ul I= Vz,J!x,Q[g, k, r], we have 
!w(x,)E(Q)[e(g, k, r)]. 
Let w(zo) = x,, and w(x,) = x,. Then, by the definition of Z, we have that 
k E(<p)[e(g, k, r)(mla)(nls(a))3. 
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We have proved %R t= Cmb. 
(b) (%&! I= DIA, w Ind u PA,): Let v E X u 2 and let cp E Ftd be arbitrary such that 
v does not occur in q. Then it is not hard to check that w(v) does not occur in 
E(q) and E(Q(v/T))=E(Q)(w(v)/E(T)).~~~ any term r of the same sort as v. 
Therefore, 
E(ind(cp, g, v)) = ind(E(cp), $5 w(v)) 
(apart from renaming variables). Therefore, {E(Q) : Q E DIA, u Ind u Ppl,} E PA+ 
Now r) I= PAd and Lemma 2.7.4 imply that $%! I= DIA, u Indu PA,. 
About Lax we note the following: we usually define Lab z {scnO' : n E in)}. Then, 
clearly Lax holds in every model of PA+ Cl 
We now come to the last proof of the four theorems from Section 2. 
2.8. Theorem. There are d, gs, d, PAd c Th c Fd and p E Pd such that 
ThbLQgO(p,T) and Thu(DIAguCmuPA,uInd)t--NO(p,f). 
Proof. Let d = d’ be a disjoint copy of 8, let g consist of 0 and ccsc” of d, and let 
Th 2 PA+ Consider Giidel’s formula Con( PA)d E Fd stating (or formalizing) the 
consistency of PAd. 
2.8.1. Claim. PAd u DIA, u Cm u PA, u Ind t- Con( PA)d. 
Proof. Let Con(PA), be the &type ‘version’ of Con(P&. It is proved in [34] that 
(10): Cm cl I%, u Ind I- Con(PA),. 
The following, :;tatement (11) is not hard to prove: 
(11): (IV?RE ,,(CmuDIAguPA,vPA,vInd))(3y~I)y:~~~. 
(First, by using Cmu Ind, one shows (3y E I)y : (T, sue)- (D, SUC). Then 
implies that this y is onto 0, and then PA, u PAd ensures that y is an isomorphism 
‘8.i.t. 0, -I-, l as well.) 
Now (10) and (1 I) imply Claim 2.8.1. Cl 
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roof. It is a well-known fact that 3Ad bc Con(PAjd. In Claim 2.7.2 we essentidy 
proved that if PAd C_ Th, then 
(~~6)(Th+~ r-5 ThuDIA,uCmbuPA,uIndt-ip). q 
Of (continued). In the proof of Theorem 2.3 we proved that if 
there is a quantifier-free cp E Fd such that Thu DIA, bc 4p and Th u TH I- (9, then 
there is a program p E Bd such that Th I/@ 0( p, ‘f) but Thu TH I-~ 0( p, I’). By 
Claims 2.8.1 and 2.8.2, we would be ready if Con(PA)d were quantifier-free. 
Con(PA)d is of form VX&) where p contains only bounded quantifiers. From 
now, there are two ways of proceeding: 
(1) By a result of MatiascheviE we know that every formula containing only 
bounded quantifiers is equivalent (in PAd ) with another quantifier-free formula. 
(2) We construct a more complicated program to Con(PA)d than it was done in 
the proof of Theorem 2.3. Namely, sin-o 1Awb P(X) contains only bounded quantifiers, 
one can write a program p E Pd which, for every x, gives the truth-value of p(x) as 
a result. Cl 
Let d, p E Pd and $ E Fd be as in the proof of [23, Theorem 61. Let 
Th z (3xRx)u {%6(~, g, x) : cp E Fd}. 
It was proved in [23] that Thu Ind u Ts bL q ( p, +).’ Here we note that 
Th I--@’ 0( p, g!i). Roughly speaking, this remark says that there are Q-provable 
deterministic programs which are not Floyd-provable. We also note that (Imd n Iq) u 
Cm I= Ind. 
fn this paper we used the partial ordering s on time in the definitions of Cmw 
and Cmb and therefore we needed some axioms (namely Tpo) about G. Theorems 
.2-4.G below show that s is not essential here; its use can be avoided. 
Cm- z {VzVxVy3y,( Y,(Z) =x~~~,[~,#~-,Y*(~,)=Y(z,)l)}, 
Cm’ 2 Cm-u {Vx3yVz[ y(z) =x1}, 
z(Mz) =x+ Jdz) =x,] 
’ Ts is ‘successor axioms for time’, and the definition of Ts will be given in Section 4. 
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Note that we did not use s in the definition of CmV. Also, as opposed to Cm 
and Cmb, our CmV is a finite set of axioms (and not a scheme). 
Ts denotes the following set of axioms (successor axioms on Time): 
Ts g {z#O~3z~(z=sc(z1)), sc(zl)=sc(z)-+zl=z, s&z)#z:o~k~~} 
where SC’(z) AZ and SC“+‘(Z) 2 sc(sck(z)). 
Theorems 4.2-4.4 below, which are counterparts of Theorems 2.2, 2.3 and 2.7, 
show that Cm” u TFO can be replaced with CmV u Ts; that is, we do not need partial 
ordering on time. We note that Ts cannot be completely omitted since Theorem 4.2 
becomes false if we replace Ts by Cm u Ind, or even by 
(CmuIndu{VzVz,(sc(z)=sc(z,)~z=z,)~u(sck(z)#z:0<k~w)). 
On the other hand, Theorem 4.2 remains true if the axiom z # 0 + 3z,( z = sc( z,)) is 
omitted from Ts. 
4.2. Theorem 
Th@ (q+O(p,#)) + Thu(DIA,uCmvuTsjt-N(cp+O(p,@)). 
4.3. Theorem. 77zere are d, g sw d, Th c Fd, and p E Pd such that 
Tht-@W(pJ) += Thu(DJA,uCmcuTs)t--NO(p,fj. 
Here, note that Cm’ k Cm’, thus Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 express t---o <o (DIA, u 
CmV u Ts). 
4.4. Theorem. Assutne PAd G Th. Let g consist of 0 and SC of al. 7%en, 
Th~-~~((p+O(p,+)) CLS Thu(DIAguCmvuTs)t--N(rp+O(p,@j) 
One might conjecture that while Cm helps in proving total correctness assertions, 
it will not be useful in proving partial correctness assertions, because the fact that 
candidates for traces will make progra 
eorem 5.1 below will show, 
s ca 
without Cm. 
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Before formulating Theorem 5.1.. we recall briefly the definition of the ordering 
s,, and the equivalence =,, of ! roof methods’, w.r.t. pca’s. These relations were 
introdu,, 1 first in [23]. Let X, !’ C_ F,, . Then 
X +, Y & (WWI%S FdVp c P,Vq, @E Fd) 
[~~Xt-N(rp-+~(P,vw * Th~Y~%=+~(p,vw1, 
x =m Y 6 (XsE Y and Ys,X), 
XC, Y 6 (X+, Yand Y&,X). 
Also recall from [23] that To denotes the following set of axioms (Time is linearly 
ordered): 
To 2 {z~z,Sz~-+z dz~,o~z,(z~z*Az~~z)+z~=z, 
(z~z~vz+z),z1<z~sc(z~)~z,o=zv3z~(z=sc(z~))}. 
The induction principles Imd, If, Ict c Ind were defined in [23, Definition 151 (note 
that Imd so t-Bur (t-Bur is IAM for pea’s) and Ict = q I-~~, see, e.g., [32,33]). 
5.1. Theorem 
(i) 1nduTs.S ImduCm-; 
(ii) (If n Ict) u Ts u Cm =o Ind u To u Cm; 
(iii) Ind co Ind u Cm-; 
(iv) PAd u PA, u knd <,, PAd i; PA, v i?d t’ Cm; 
(v) PAd u PA, u lnd co DIA, n PAd u PA, \I Ind 1-1 Cmb 1-1 CmV; 
(vi) DIA, u PA, u Ind <,, DIA, u PA, u Ind u Cm”. 
As a contrast to Theorem 5.1 (ii), we note that it has been proved in [3,23] that 
(1fnIct)uTs co InduTs and InduTs co IndLTo. 
CmV is weaker than or equivalent with Cmb w.r.t. pea’s in the sense expressed by 
the following proposition. 
. Let Gthc Ff u Fd. i%en 
6th u CmV u Ind so Gth u Cmb u Tpo u Ind. 
The proofs of Theorems 4.2-4.4 and of 5.1 and 5.2 above are available from the 
author. The author will be happy to send the proofs on request o anybody interested. 
cedl i ectio 
w, @ , were introduced in 
0 were respectively int 4 and 5. Now we define 
Iq i {ind( 4p, u) : tp E Ftd is quantifier-free, u E 2). 
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Cml=CmbuCmw, Cmbu{z~z,+l~(z~z,vz=z,+l)}i=Cmw; 
Ind u Cmw u Tpo I= Cmb; 
Iqu Tpo t= To and Tpo I= Ts; 
Tpo u Cm u PAd u DIA, /# To; 
[ind( y(z) = x, z)} u Cmb u Tpo u {3x, x,(x f: x,)} i= Ind\Lax; 
{ind( y( z) = x, z)} u Cm” u PA, u PAd u DIA, I# Ind\Lax. 
For a function f~ AB and a E A we let 
fblx) g (f\{b,fa)Hu{(a,x)h 
First we prove Cm I= Cmb. Let n E 
cp E &I be such that y, z1 do not occur in Q. Assume 992 t= tlz3! xQ[g, k, r]. Let 
Q ’ z (Z~Z1-*Q)~(lZ~Zl-sQ(Z/Z~)). 
aim. % I= Vz,Vz3!xcp’[g, k, r]. 
Proof. Let a, b E T be arbitrary. 
(a) Assume a s b. Let e E D be such that 2R t= cp[g(O/a), k(O/e), r]. Such e exists 
by %I t= VA!xp[g, k, r]. Now 
m f= cg’[g@/a)(l/b), k r] 
iff %R I= cp[g(O/a)(l/b), k, r] (by the definition of Q’) 
iff m I= Q[g(%), k 4 (since z1 does not occur in Q) 
iff k(O)=e 
since m k vzg!xQ[g, k> r], %? I= tp[g(O/$, k(Ole), r]. 
(b) Assume la - =C 6. Let e E D be such that m I= cp[g(O/b), k(O/e), r]. (Such an 
e exists.) Then 
m I= Q’[g(O/a)(l/b), k rl iff n I= cs(z/zdg(%)(l/b), k rl 
iff Zk’b= ddO/b), k rl 
iff k(0) = e. Cl 
. 
S-& +.: ‘%3J’vz[(z s Zl-+ Q(X/ y(z))) A (--= s %I-) v(z) = yh))lk, k rl- 
. Let b E T be arbitrary. Then 
Z([Z~Z1+Q(Z/y(Z))]h[lZ- -= 213 y(z) = y(z,)l)[g(m), k r(WH* 
3m auyap aM uayM sauryaeuos ‘0s~ l asiaaJd atuomq LayI key, OS sjoo&l 
ayj a3!mai 03 Ma s! 11. mq ‘3Ja selnmi 0 swaurala ajam.to3 
asn IIE~S aM ‘-8-a ‘Addols alow aq IIE~S aM JOOJ 
=(v)‘sc-q3vi_ pule (v)s = (v)% + q 3 v 3y) uaa 
6NVr)(~/0)~ V/O)Y ‘(I +cllz)(*lr)(cllo)sl(Zz)l~ = VW =I _@ 
uay,L *I + q 3 VL amnssv (2) 
-03 Jo uoyyap 
ay3Aq63=(I+q)1s uayL.4 pug l+qs* 6q l+q=v uay,L-qwm_aurnssv (q) 
l d Jo uoguyap ayl Lq (v)s = (*)b uay& l q3 v aumssv (13) 
‘WW)(S/O)~ WO)Y ‘(I +~lz~~~lr~~~lo~~l~~l~~‘n’/‘~)~ 4 a 
[((Zz)‘i = (‘z)‘lc t ‘Z 3 'ZL-) V (( ('Z)'k/'X)d t zZ 3 ‘Z)]‘ZA 4 J& 
l [((Zz)‘k= (‘z)‘k tZZ 3 ‘ZL) V (((‘Z)‘df/k)di tZZ 3 ‘Z)]‘ZA1dEZZA 4 @j 
. 
(I+ IZ =Zh’Z~Z)c*~+‘ZgZ 7 4 
Ia? l paAoJd uaaq sey 9tu3 =f w3 l ( panupuo3) 1.9 aogpodor 
0 l auop ale aM u!ese pug ‘[(S/O)J ‘(qs/o)y '(q/I)(q/o)q~ =I a “a? 
TWO)’ ‘WO~Y ‘(Qlr)(Dlo)wZlz)~ =I 26 
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do not give explicitly what “ext” is. In these cases the intensions are functions, i.e., 
I c TD and we mean that ext(s, b) is the value of s at b, for every s E i, b E T. 
(ii): is easy to prove. 
(iii): Let (9(z,zl) P ZGZ~VZ~GZ. Wehave 
hence, Tpo u Iq I= VZQ(Z, 2,). Tpo t= Ts is easy to show and (iii) has be proven then. 
(iv): Let T P w u Z X (0, l}, 
s ~{(i,j):i,jao,i~j}v(((i, k),(j, k)):i,jEw,isj and kE{O,l}}, 
fa (T,+, and 2Rg(f$, To, ext). Now, !!X I= Tpo v Cmu PAd v DIA, and 
!lRl#To. 
(v): Let 
2R E Mod&mb u Tpo u {ind( y( z) = x, z), 3x, x1(x # x,)}) 
andcpe F,,.Assume%k% (9(0)AVz(cg+&+l))[k].Wehavetoprove~+ 
Let e E T arbitrary. Let a, b E D be such that Q # b. Let 
x(z,x) 2 (X=a-(g)*xE{a, b}. 
Then 2R C= VZ~!XX. Thus, 
by m I= Cmt. We show Vzy(z) = Q. y(0) = a by OS e and m I= p(O)[k]. 
(Vz(y(z)=a+y(z+l)=a)): Assume y(z)=a. Let z<e. Then z+l<e, and 
y(z)=a means !&!I= &)[k] which implies %!I= ~(rt-l)[k]; thus, y(z+l)=u by 
z+He. Let lz<e. Then lz+l<e; thus, y(z)=y(e)=y(z+l). By 
%R I= ind( y( z) = X, z), we then have Vzy(z) = u. In particular, y(e) = u, which, by 
es e, means !/!8 I= q(e)[ k]. Since e E T was chosen arbitrarily, we have proved 
m + hcp[k]. 
Note that (v) is not true without 3x, x1(x # x,) since Tpo I# Ind by, e.g., (iii) and 
(iv) of the present proposition. 
(vi): Let ? be any nonstandard model of PA,. Let 
I g {S E T~ : (3n E u)(3b E ““T)[(Vi < n)(Vbi s z < bi+,)s(z) = s(bi) 
n )s(z) = s(bn )I)* 
Let 2X 5 (t IQ, I, ext). 
2?2 I= {ind( y(z) = x, z)} v Cm” v PA, v DIA, v PAd. 
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_ _ 
But %R t# Ind by !Ut I# ind(3y(Vz, c z jy(zl + I j = yjzl j + i, z), -which prmw (vi) ~idi 
hence Proposition 6.1. q 
blems solved in tbis pa 
The present paper offers a possible solution for a problem raised by Plotkin at 
the ‘Algorithmic Logic Conference’ (Poznan, 1980) and also raised by S&s and 
Balogh at the ‘Mathematical Logic in Programming Conference’ (Salgotarjan, 1978). 
These problems asked x investigate a total-correctness method in a way similar to 
the investigation of t e Floyd-%% p method in NLP, e.g., in [3]. The problems 
raised in Salgotarjan explicitly suggested an investigation of the Manna-Cooper 
Q-method. The present paper offers a solution for [3, problem 8, p. 2771, too; this 
problem asked for exploring the roles of Cm and DIA, in proving total and partial 
correctness. 
Problems 6 and 7 of [3] ask the following: Is it true that 
p = -o PAd u PA, v Ind v Cm or I--~~ =o DIAu PAd v PA, v Ind v Cm? 
Since by [9,30] we have kFH = -o Iq, our Theorem U(iv) solves these problems 
negatively. Theorem U(vi) sharpens this solution of [3, Problem 71. However, by 
Theorem Xl(v), the answer becomes yes for both problems if we replace Cm by 
Cmb in them. In the case of Problem 7, the presence of PAd is needed for this 
second positive answer by Theorem S.l(vi). With the proof method of Theorem 
5.1 (iv) above, one can also solve two problems in [8]. Namely, Problem (ii) 
immediately above Theorem 6 [8, p. 191 receives an affirmative solution, while the 
problem immediately below Theorem 6 [8] receives a negative solution. That is, 
(i) PA, v Iq+, I&(&) u Iq, and 
(ii) (PAd kFh) co PAd uTh,(D) u Iq hold. 
(For the idea of the proof, see also the proof of (11) in Claim 2.8.1. Here, the axiom 
scheme Cm can be replaced with the assumption that a certain program has a trace.) 
Answers to problems raised on Fig. 1 of [ 1, p. 161 and on Fig. 2 of [23] ([23, 
Section 4, p. 325 and also p. 345) contains motivation for these problems) are the 
following. (Some of these answers follow from the above theorems or their proofs.) 
fIZZ\ 1-A. .IdA [lllj PPiUi rfir <f-~ lkX; 
where *‘inf” means infimum in the poset of program- 
ods as understood in 1233. 
ere we recall 0 epossible formalism for Nonstandard Logics of Programs (NLP). 
is formalism i basically the same as that given in [3,23,24,27, 331. (Other 
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A.1 
First we define the so called underlying (time) language or time-logic of NL 
A.l. Definition. Let d be an arbitrary one-sorted similarity type. 
(i) The three-sorted similarity type td is defined to be the following expansion 
of d : The sorts of td are t, 4 i (called time, data, and intension respectively). The 
function and relation symbols of td are: 
(1) the symbols SC, 0, G, +, l of the type 9 of Peano arithmetic, with their usual 
arities such that all their arguments are of sort t and so are the values of the functions; 
(2) al? the symbols of d with arities defined by d such that all the arguments are 
of sort d and so are the values of the functions of d; 
(3) ext, which is a function symbol with two arguments of sorts i and t and with 
value of sort d. 
(ii) Recall from Section 2 that X, Y, and 2 denote three pairwise disjoint sets 
of variables. The set & of all formulas of the underzying (time) language (or time 
logic) of type d (for NW) is defined to be the set of all classical first-order 
three-sorted formulas in which the variables corresponding to sorts t, i are 2, X, 
Y respectively. 
Notice that the only parameter of Ftd is d (the rest of the symbols of td, SC, 0, 
% +, l and ‘ext’, are ‘built into’ the language). In other words, the nonlogical 
symbols of I?& are only the symbols of d (‘ext’ and the symbols in 19 are logical 
symbols of the underlying time logic of NLP). 
Also notice that the only symbol of td with ‘mixed sorts’ is ‘ext’. Therefore, if 
odtd , then m can be identified with a quadruple ( t fi, I, extm) where f E 
fi E Modd, I is a set, and ext? 1 x T + D. Tfie model f (of arithmetical type) is 
called the time scale of $2, fi is called the data stvwcture of !‘I& and I is called the 
intensions universe &9X. The elements of I are often referred to as ‘time functions’ 
since the ‘essence’ of an intension s E I is the function ext(s, -) : T + Ll ‘coded by’ 
s. These observations form the basis for our notation y(a) = ext( y, z) (see Convention 
2.1) and for our following convention. 
e pn, dm, I%, and extm are de5ned if 9% 
defined by the equation m = ( fm, 
confusion, we omit the superscripts 9!JI (e.g., we w 
convention is used without warning. 
A model ZVk td is called a standard model of P if fm=c3, P=*( 
and extm(s, b) = s(b) (the value of the function s at b) for every s c rm, b E P’T 
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A.2 Frame ianguagefbr M,P 
In this subsection we define statements about programs, and their meanings in 
models 82 E ill&a. In this paper, by a program we always mean a deterministic 
biock-diagram program. For fixing our notation, we recall the defini;ion of a program 
in the following Definition A.3. 
efinition. (i) Lab denotes the set of all constant terms of similarity type d 
(i.e., Lab is the set of those terms which do not contain variables). The elements of 
Lab are called labels.* The set 55 of commands of type d is defined by 
d 
Ud = {(i:Xj+T), @if x goto v), (i:HALT):i,veLab, jEw, r is term of 
type d using variables from X only, x is a quantifier-free first- 
order formula of type d using variables from X onlv}. 
A constant term i in a command standing on the left-hand side of “ : ” 3s called 
the label of the command. By a program (of type d) we understand a fin& sequence 
p E (&)* of commands in which no two members have the same label, and there 
is exactly one halt command: the last command of p. Further, if (i: if x goto v) 
occurs in p, then there is such a command in p, the label of which is v. The set of 
all programs of type d is denoted by Pa. 
(ii) Let p E Pd. We define functions n(p), c(p), i,,,(p), and u,(p) of p. When 
using these functions we almost always omit the arguments “(,)” and we simply 
write n, c, imum instead of n(p) etc. We do this already in their definitions: n(p) = 
c, i??l, and u, (for m s n) are defined by the following equation: 
p=((i,:u,),..., (i,, : u,)) (thus, u, is HALT). 
c 2 min{w E o : (Vu 2 w)(x, does not occur in p)}. 
The variable x, (which does not occur in p) is called the control variable of p. 
Throughout the paper, the letters n, c, i,, u, are reserved for denoting the functions 
defined in Definition A.3 above. 
FQP the new logical connective 0 of NLP, see the beginning of Section 1. (About 
our passing (in Definition A.4 below) from the underlying time language &d of 
NLP to the frame language (&u tcad u pcad) of NLP, see also the beginning of 
Section 2. In other NLP publications, the frame language has more formulas, is less 
sense than here, but in this paper we do not nee the full expressive 
11 total correctness assertions (tea’s, for short) of 
s: 
8 Lab is chosen this way for technical reasons only. There are many other possible ways for handling 
labels. 
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AS. Definition. Let p E Pd and 9 z ( yO, . . . , yJ= The formula Partialtrace( p, j7, zo) 
was defined at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 2.2. The new formula 
Trace( p, f) is obtained by replacing the bounded quantifier “(VZ~ < zO)” in 
Partialtrace( p, y, zo) by the unbounded one “(Vz,)“. Intuitively, ZR I= Trace( p, jJ) 
means that f (a (c+ I)-sequence of elements of Im) is an (internal) execution 
sequence (i.e., trace) of p in 2!R. Let jj = (yO,. . . , yC_J and 3 = (x0,. . . , xc-*). The 
first-order translation trl( p + 0( p, 9)) of cp + 0( p, @) is defined to be the F,,-formula 
[~($+3y’(y’@)=X ~Trace(p,~)/\3z[y,(z)= i, A #(Z/jQ))])]. 
Similarly, trl( cp + Cl ( p, #)) is 
((s(Z)+ (VjWz)[(jj(O) = k h Trace(p, 2) A yC(z) = i,,)+ #(n/J(z))]). 
By the above we defined a translation function trl : @cad v cad)+ F,,.LetAxc_ Ftd 
and p E (tcad u pad). By an NLP-proof of p from Ax we understand a first-order 
proof (in the usual sense) of trl(p) from Ax. The existence of such a proof is denoted 
byAxt-Np. 
In passing we note that there is a Hilbert-style direct axiomatization of NLP too 
in the literature (e.g., [ 15, 291). By ‘direct’ we mean that the inference system does 
not rely on translation functions or similar ‘mediators’. 
The rest of this Appendix is not needed for the main body (Sections l-2) of this 
paper. 
.6. . and h E (“T) x (“72) x (“4) (tha 
valuation of the variables into the universes of 5X). Let p E (t 
and 
ZR t=N p[h] & 2X t= trl(p)[h] 
mbNp & 2Rl=“p[h] (for every valuation h). 
For 50 E Ftd, gt i= N Q & m I= cp. (I= denotes the usual first-order vali 
relation.) 
If there is no danger of confusion, we omit t e superscript “N” from ~~ (and 
%W= q~+O(p, $) instead of %WN q-O(p, $)). 
e-qp, $) res 
Notice that q l( p, #) is equivalent with -10(p, lt,b). 
for AX and p as above. 
efinition. By the frame-language of type d (for NLP) we understand the triple 
(FtdufC81d u I=“), where the syntax &d u tad u d was defined in 
Definitions A.1 and A.4; for see the second part of Sect A.1 and I=~ was 
defined in Definition A.6 above. 
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